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Introduction

The topic of shopping consumes the attention of researchers, 
especially market researchers, consumer psychologists, economists, 
and occasionally occupies clinicians who are called in to deal with 
dysfunctional behavior involving shopping, especially compulsive 
shopping [1]. A great deal of the work is from the top down, looking at 
behavior, tabulating what people like about shopping, about products, 
and so forth. For the most part, the research focuses on the product, 
primarily because it is the focus of the marketer of products to sell 
the product. Whatever can be culled about the shopping situation 
is of interest to the product marketer, especially when that specific 
information helps ‘move product.’

Shopping as a behavior attracts a number of disciplines because 
it represents a fundamental set of behaviors necessary for survival, 
and an integral part of civilized life. The literature of shopping spans 
disciplines ranging from focus on the unconscious motives of people 
[2], to the behavioral economics involved in price [3-6], to the art 
and science of advertising, and onto the design of the shopping 
environment, and the observation of people shopping from the point 
of view of anthropology [2,7-11].

The consumer researcher working in an applied setting is not to 
be left out of this world. Companies which manufacture products 
and which offer services are interested in the process of shopping, 
to understand the way people think, or in today’s parlance the 
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‘shopper’s journey.’ One need only look at conferences today, many 
of them sponsored by organizations involved in for-profit consumer 
researcher, to discover the way companies use different research 
methods to provide so-called ‘shopper insights [12]. One will come 
across virtual shopping, a technology going back more than three 
decades [13], where the store can be set up. One will come across 
shop-by’s, wherein a researcher will accompany the shopper, asking 
questions at strategic points. Or one might well encounter eye tracking 
devices, which measure where on the shelf the shopper’s eyes alight 
[14,15].

At the most general levels are questionnaires, surveys about the 
shopping experience. These questionnaires can be of the most general 
kind, instructing respondents to rate the importance of different 
aspects of shopping, although such approaches seem to be quite 
general, and hard to deal with in an abstract situation. If questionnaires 
and surveys seem too abstract one need only wait, visit a store or a 
restaurant, to be bombarded later by questionnaire about how was the 
experience, as stores restaurants, even hospitals and physician’ office 
attempt to become smarter about the ‘purchaser.’

The Contribution of Experimental Design and Mind 
Genomics to the Understanding of Shopping

A key issue in research is what is important to the shopper. The 
question sounds easy, but deceptively so. When one talks about ‘what 
is important,’ one is requiring the respondent to abstract from a 
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lifetime of experience to provide one number. The typical answers for 
‘what is important to you’ are such generalities as price, assortment, 
product quality, product price, product reliability, convenience of 
shopping, and so forth. 

The reality is that such questions as ‘what is important’ are hard to 
answer. The difficulties come from different sources. The first source is 
that it is hard to abstract an experience and rate it. It’s one thing to ask, 
‘how much do you like oranges,’ or some other food product. That is 
pretty easy to answer, although the reality is that the respondent has to 
call up into memory the orange, and the last time the respondent ate 
the orange. Once the respondent has eaten an orange and remembers 
it, the rest is easy. The difficulty occurs when we move from a simple 
situation, remembering an orange, to the more amorphous situation 
of shopping for something. Shopping for an item is not like eating 
the item, in the most direct 1:1 comparison. For example, it may be 
straightforward to ask, ‘how much do you like eating an orange?’ It 
is much more difficult, and involves many more subtleties when the 
question is ‘how much do you like shopping for oranges?’. Furthermore, 
it’s fairly straightforward to ask a person about the degree to which 
a person likes or dislikes different aspects of oranges (or a specific 
orange), such as appearance, aroma, taste/flavor mouthfeel, etc. It’s far 
harder to answer that question about liking the different parts of the 
shopping journey for an orange.

The published data, but even more so the private data in the 
hands of companies, tell us a lot about the shopping experience. Most 
of the information can be categorized as ‘outside-in.’ That is, we ask 
the respondent to tell us what is important, or we infer importance 
by observing behavior. Occasionally, we may ask the respondent to 
describe the experience in his or her words, exercises which produce 
so-called ‘verbatims’, or records of the experience of shopping from 
the mind of the shopper, ask to describe what is happening during 
the experience. Often this is the richest kind of data because it gives a 
sense of what the respondent is thinking.

As a prelude to this paper, and the approach discussed in detail, 
let us begin with the some of the data that the study provides. We 
do so by putting the study in perspective. The respondent who began 
did so by selecting a product from a set of 30 products. We thus 
know that the respondent was interested in the product at some level. 
The respondent evaluated 60 different vignettes about the shopping 
experience. Afterwards, the respondent completed a self-profiling 
vignette. Question #8 presented the respondents with 26 factors, such 
as appearance, price, et al. The respondent was to check off three of 
the 26 elements which were deemed most important in the shopping 
experience.

Table 1 shows the distribution the 12 most aspects of shopping to 
the respondent. What is important about the numbers in Table 1 is 
that they allow us a sense of what the respondent feels to be important. 
What is troubling, however, is the lack of psychological depth, a lack of 
meaning, other than the most general. There is nothing to connect the 
term with the shopping experience. It is for that reason that we present 
an analysis of both shopping and emotional responses to the shopping 
experience, and determine how these more contextualized, elaborated 
phases, apply to the shopping experience.

A good analogy is the difference between the plot of a novel or 
play, and the way evocative language brings the plot to life, engaging 
the reader. It is this ‘bringing the plot to life’ or the letter the mind ‘talk 
a bit’ in richer language that is the objective of Mind Genomics. The 
results are both a database and a richer comprehension of the inside of 
the mind revealed by the pattern of a person’s thought through Mind 
Genomics cartography, a simple experiment.

Mind Genomics, What it is, Where it Comes from, and How 
it Evolved to the It! Studies

The original research efforts upon which this reanalysis and paper 
is based came from pioneering research efforts using Mind Genomics 
experiments (cartographies) to study how people responded to 
what makes a shopping experience ideal for them. The project was 
funded by the University of Indiana. The goal was to create a way to 
understand the inner mind of a shopper, using experimental design 
and the (then) newly emerging research approach, first known as RDE 
(rule developing experimentation) [16], and then known as Idea Map, 
and finally as Mind Genomics.

The guiding rationale for Mind Genomics is that people respond 
best to contextualized combinations of ideas, and not to single ideas 
alone. We are dealing with people, and their evaluation of different 
representation of ideas that they would encounter in their daily life. 
Thus, in the world-view of Mind Genomics, the optimum research 
approach is to combine ideas into vignettes, so that the respondent 
evaluates a description closer to everyday reality. It seemed quite 
appropriate to study the mind of shoppers using this method. The key 
issue was what the stimuli would be to uncover the shopper mind, 
or more correctly to define what should be measured to uncover the 
shopper mind.

Mind Genomics creates combinations of messages, combinations 
of elements, and these elements telling somewhat of a story. The 
elements are phrases which describe the product or the service. The 
combinations are called vignettes. Typically, in a Mind Genomics 
study, the topic is first chosen, and then a set of questions posed. These 
questions ‘tell a story,’ or at least attempt to give different facets of 
the topic. Each question becomes the impetus to generate answers, 
these answers providing specific information about the shopping 
experience. It is the structured analysis of this type of data which 
allows Mind Genomics to generate a description of what might be 
going on in the mind of the shopper.

The next sections below will present the Buy It! project in more 
detail. Right now, it important to understand the world view of Mind 
Genomics, its history, and its modification to create the It! studies. 
These It! studies were developed in a pioneering effort to understand 
the world of consumer decision making, here for the shopping 
experience.

The emerging science of Mind Genomics as founded in the 1990’s, 
combining statistical design of ideas and consumer research, inspired 
by the pioneering effort of Wharton professors, Paul Green and Yoram 
(Jerry) Wind. The scientific power and practical applicability of 
conjoint measurement were to demonstrate themselves in those who 
used the conjoint methods to study shopping behavior [17].
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Total 0.60 0.36 0.33 0.33 0.20 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.08

                         

Female 0.65 0.37 0.31 0.35 0.20 0.16 0.12 0.13 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.07

Male 0.47 0.26 0.38 0.33 0.20 0.23 0.19 0.12 0.11 0.15 0.08 0.12

Age18-30x 0.70 0.47 0.31 0.27 0.25 0.11 0.07 0.17 0.09 0.07 0.10 0.08

Age31-60x 0.60 0.32 0.32 0.37 0.19 0.19 0.14 0.12 0.09 0.11 0.08 0.08

Age60Plus 0.50 0.29 0.38 0.28 0.19 0.18 0.24 0.17 0.07 0.10 0.09 0.11

                         

Drapes 0.91 0.02 0.03 0.82 0.32 0.24 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.07 0.02

DecPillow 0.88 0.00 0.02 0.68 0.48 0.22 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.00

Ties 0.86 0.65 0.10 0.04 0.35 0.03 0.02 0.31 0.22 0.01 0.05 0.07

Dishes 0.85 0.02 0.06 0.80 0.15 0.37 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.10 0.02 0.08

Bathing Suit 0.83 0.62 0.82 0.01 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00

Tablecloth 0.83 0.73 0.00 0.03 0.27 0.02 0.02 0.26 0.14 0.01 0.11 0.05

Lampshade 0.82 0.06 0.02 0.76 0.27 0.30 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.02

Couch 0.82 0.04 0.02 0.72 0.25 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.02 0.06

Business Suit 0.80 0.55 0.66 0.02 0.19 0.01 0.01 0.18 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.04

Sandals 0.80 0.69 0.81 0.01 0.12 0.01 0.00 0.18 0.09 0.00 0.03 0.00

Writing Paper 0.79 0.13 0.09 0.75 0.28 0.33 0.10 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.08 0.03

Sunglasses 0.75 0.54 0.77 0.01 0.31 0.01 0.00 0.22 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02

Boot 0.74 0.66 0.77 0.05 0.10 0.02 0.00 0.19 0.07 0.03 0.16 0.07

Towel 0.73 0.75 0.06 0.07 0.45 0.03 0.00 0.37 0.08 0.02 0.17 0.04

Drinking Glass 0.73 0.72 0.03 0.03 0.33 0.04 0.03 0.30 0.12 0.02 0.15 0.05

Candles 0.72 0.06 0.01 0.75 0.26 0.30 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.09

Bedsheet 0.71 0.80 0.01 0.04 0.36 0.01 0.04 0.39 0.10 0.03 0.16 0.03

New Baby Present 0.59 0.77 0.07 0.05 0.12 0.06 0.06 0.39 0.06 0.14 0.03 0.07

Socks 0.58 0.76 0.34 0.05 0.32 0.05 0.01 0.25 0.07 0.01 0.22 0.06

Pens 0.58 0.04 0.07 0.69 0.39 0.47 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.09 0.28 0.15

Refrigerator 0.54 0.22 0.81 0.09 0.03 0.02 0.54 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.01 0.02

Toaster 0.50 0.05 0.04 0.84 0.08 0.38 0.03 0.00 0.09 0.16 0.10 0.30

Blender 0.45 0.07 0.05 0.73 0.03 0.42 0.04 0.01 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.34

Cars 0.44 0.04 0.01 0.77 0.14 0.51 0.01 0.00 0.11 0.14 0.00 0.24

Television 0.27 0.48 0.89 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.60 0.12 0.05 0.20 0.00 0.01

Washer 0.23 0.33 0.86 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.62 0.12 0.29 0.29 0.00 0.01

Exercise 0.15 0.08 0.89 0.16 0.03 0.02 0.62 0.07 0.21 0.19 0.11 0.03

Lawnmower 0.09 0.30 0.76 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.64 0.13 0.29 0.30 0.04 0.01

Electric Drill 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.66 0.08 0.68 0.02 0.00 0.09 0.32 0.23 0.47

Tires 0.08 0.38 0.76 0.12 0.11 0.00 0.56 0.25 0.25 0.04 0.01 0.02

Table 1: Factors that are deemed important to shopper, overall, by gender, and by age. The product data are arranged in descending order by appearance.
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Looking back a 50-year history, it is abundantly clear that most 
of the studies ended up being ‘one-off ’, half the published paper 
discussing method, half the study discussing the actual topic results 
and implications. The studies themselves ranged across many aspects 
of human behavior, from products to services to even beliefs. The 
fascination with understanding human decision making through 
these tools was obvious, but left behind was the untapped potential of 
creating a database of the mind, using conjoint measurement.

During the early years of the 21st century, author Moskowitz and 
colleagues at the Understanding and Insight Group, Inc., became 
interested in creating a large-scale database on topics, using Mind 
Genomics [18]. It was to address the opportunity of a larger-scale data 
of the mind which prompted the creation of an approach known as 
the It! Studies. The approach, developed by the late Hollis Ashman and 
Jacqueline Beckley of the Understanding and Insight Group, together 
with author Howard Moskowitz, would put together a group of related 
studies, studies with similar underlying structure. The major difference 
among the studies would be the topic. The minor differences would be 
the specific wording pertaining to the topic.

In the specific studies, each respondent evaluated a unique set of 
combinations, the vignettes, the messages created by experimental 
design. Each respondent would rate a unique set of 60 vignettes, rating 
each vignette on a common scale for the entire set of studies, and all 
the vignettes. The rating scale would be something: How well does 
this vignette describe your ideal shopping experience, 1=Not at all ... 
9=perfectly. In other studies, such as dealing with emotional stressful 
issues (Deal With It!), the rating scale might be something like ‘How 
do you feel about this? 1=Can deal with it ... 9=Cannot deal with it.’ 
These are not the actual words, but they give a flavor of the way the 
rating scale was designed. 

The focus of the rating scale was on the degree to which the 

vignette described something in the mind of the respondent. The 
assumption was that the respondent may not be able to describe what 
she or he feels or is thinking, but can recognize it when presented. 
Psychologists have often reported that recognition memory is easier 
than reproduction memory [19].

Thus far we are dealing with a new form of test stimulus, a 
systematically varied set of combinations of answers to questions. 
Each respondent evaluates a different set of combinations, so that the 
Mind Genomic experiment covers more of the possible ‘space’ than 
would any conventional approach. It is with this approach then that 
the researcher can explore the way people make decisions in the world 
of the normal, the quotidian, the everyday, such as shopping.

The Buy It! Studies

The It! study reported here deal with the mind of the shopper, for 
durables, viz., non-perishable items. Figure 1 shows the 30 topics. The 
goal was to understand how people react both to the product, and to the 
nature of the store. It is the latter topic, which is of interest here, specifically 
how people respond to the store based upon what it announces about its 
pricing, and the shopping experience to be expected.

Step 1 – Select the 30 Products

Figure 1 shows the 30 different products that were studied, each 
product the subject of a separate Mind Genomics cartography, in which 
the respondent would evaluate different vignettes (combinations of 
statements about the store, for a specific product). Figure 1 is called the 
‘wall’. The respondents who agreed to participate were able to choose 
a product that interested them. When the ‘quota’ for the product was 
filled the product ‘disappeared’ from the wall. Once again, the purpose 
was not to present a method, nor to study one topic in depth (viz. 
one product), but rather to create an integrated database across many 
respondents and non-perishable products.

Figure 1: The 30 products, shown as a wall to the respondents, who would choose the product of interest to them.
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Step 2 – Choose the Raw Materials (Elements) that would be 
Later Incorporated into the Study

The objective of the It! studies was to create a database whose 
elements could be compared to each other. The strategy to create the 
raw materials begins with asking questions, here four questions, and 
providing nine answers to each question. This so-called 4x9 design 
was the one use for all It! studies, generating36 elements.

The elements had to be particularized for the specific product. For 

example, many of the elements for ‘candles’ would not be appropriate 
for ‘sandals’ nor for ‘cars. Yet the form of the element could be 
maintained. Figure 2 shows the nature of the four questions. Table 2 
presents the full set of answers in shortened form, both for Question 2 
and for Question 3, respectively. The elements in Question 2 (Service, 
pricing scheme) and Question 3 (emotional benefits) were most 
similar across the 30 products, and did not need particularization. 
It will be the results from Question 2 and Question 3 which will 
constitute the data from which the analyses in this paper are drawn.

Question B - Price Question C - Emotion

B1 The right price C1 A store set up to be practical and useful... just right for targeted shopping

B2 Self-serve C2 Lets you get your shopping done quickly

B3 Lots of choice C3 Come in anxious, leave happy... even though you may have spent a lot of money

B4 Extras: Great deal on suggested retail price C4 An upscale focus makes you feel like you are part of an exclusive club

B5 Extras: Gift registry C5 Such a good experience you to come back for more

B6 Extras: Inexpensive extras C6 Take away the boredom .. just when you need it

B7 High Pricing: Priced more than I expect, worth it C7 When you are down, shopping lifts you up

B8 Higher quality brands and services: Designer brands C8 Share the experience with family and friends ... get support when you need it

B9 Personalized service: Helpful staff C9 Shopping .. with salespeople just like me .. they take time to appreciate my needs

Table 2: The topics of the Questions B (Price) and C (Emotion).

Figure 2: The structure of the four questions, and the nature of the answers to the questions.
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Step 3 – Combine the Element (Answers) from the Four 
Questions into Small, Easy to Read Vignettes

The objective of the Mind Genomics effort is to identify the degree 
to which each of the 36 elements drives the feeling that the element 
contributes to the person’s ideal shopping experience. Rather than 
asking the respondent to check off different words or simple, colorless 
phrases as being important, Mind Genomics deduces the importance 
of richer, more evocative phrases, but does it in a more subtle, more 
ecologically meaningful way. A potentially more productive way 
combines phrases such as the answers from Questions 1-4, creating 
vignettes, combinations. The respondent is present with combinations, 
one combination at a time, rating how well the experience described 
by the combination of phrases (elements) in the vignette matches 
the person’s ideal shopping experience. People are accustomed to 
combinations of features in life, not to single ideas. The task becomes 
simply to match scale values to compound sets of messages. 

The task may seem hard, but once the respondent gets accustomed 
to the fact that the vignette comprises disconnected phrases, the 
respondent seems to have no problem rating the combination. Of 
course, when asked the respondent will say that she or he did not know 
the ‘right answer,’ was just guessing. Yet the results will show clearly 
that the respondent was paying attention to the individual features. 
The story, the vignette, the combination was just there to present 
something that was realistic in its moderate complexity, preventing 
the respondent form gaming the system.

The actual combinations of the elements are prescribed by an 
underlying experimental design, a recipe book of combinations. 
Although the combinations may be thought of, and even described 
as random, nothing could be further from the truth. The 60 vignettes 
prescribed by the design allow each of the 36 elements to appear equally 
often, and ensure that the 36 elements are statistically independent 
of each other. The design prescribes combinations comprising 2-4 
elements, at most one element or answers from each question, but 
often no element from either one or from two of the four questions. It 

is this particular arrangement which allows the researcher to estimate 
the relation between the presence/absence of each of the 36 elements 
and the rating (or more correctly the transformed rating). The method 
for estimation, OLS (ordinary least-squares regression) is perfectly 
adapted to work with experimental designs.

One more feature of the design is worth noting and emphasizing, 
the permuted design [20]. The family of permuted designs comprises 
designs which are mathematically the same, but whose combinations 
differ. Permuted designs, pioneered by the author and Alex Gofman, 
in the late 1990’s) ensures that there could be 200 or so different sets 
of combinations. The researcher using Mind Genomics need not be 
‘right’ in the selection of the 60 vignettes, a frequently-encountered 
problem in conventional research. Rather, the Mind Genomics 
approach allows exploration of many different combinations. With 
100 respondents, the Mind Genomics design ends up testing 100x60 
or 6000 different vignettes, 6000 different combinations. Even when 
there is a great deal of ‘noise’ around each of the 6000 combinations, 
the pattern underlying the data is generally well-revealed by working 
with the 6000. Thus, Mind Genomics sacrifices the standard practice 
of narrowing vision but increased precision within that vision, 
abandoning that approach to the heretical but ultimate more success 
approach of broad view, less precision at any point, but ultimately far 
more precision when the grand pattern is encountered.

Figure 3 shows an example of a vignette the way the respondent 
would see it. The elements or answers are placed one atop the other, 
centered, with the rating scale on the bottom. The result is a format 
easy for the respondent to inspect and visually graze. The respondent 
may find this strange at first, but eventually the respondent looks 
at the vignettes, and almost automatically assigns a rating. The 
respondent generally does not pay much attention to the task, nor is 
the respondent asked to do so. It suffices that the respondent moves 
through the evaluation. One can always test for randomness at the 
level of the individual respondent by computing the goodness of fit of 
the individual models to the data [18].

Figure 3: Example of a three element vignette for exercise equipment. This vignette would be presented to one of the respondents choosing the Buy It! study dealing with exercise equipment. It 
is quite likely in the order of things that this vignette would be presented to only one respondent.
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Step 4 – Acquire the Ratings, Transform the Ratings to a 
Binary Scale, and Create the Equations on a Respondent by 
Respondent Basis

Step 4 constitutes the heart of the data preparation. The Mind 
Genomics program creates the combinations for each respondent as 
prescribed by the specific permuted variation of the experimental 
design, presents the combination on the screen, acquires the rating, 
and then moves to the next screen. The process is quick, allowing the 
respondent to rate a vignette almost every 3-4 seconds. The respondent 
rates each of the 60 vignettes on a 9-point rating scale, shown in at the 
bottom of Figure 3.

As attractive as the Likert scale of nine (or fewer points) may be, 
most users of research data do not find it straightforward to interpret 
the meaning of the scale. The attractiveness of research is greater 
when the user can see a story. Most users of research prefer answers 
couched in the ‘yes/no’ mode, viz., that the answer suggests one group 
(yes) or another group (no), what the topic may be. That binary 
thinking should be reflected in the data. To do so the Mind Genomics 
convention for 9-point scales converts ratings of 1-6 to 0 to denote no/
low, and ratings of 7-9 to 100, to denote yes/high. To each converted 
rating is added a vanishingly small random number (< 10-5), which 
ensures some minimal variation in the ratings. That minimal variation 
will prevent statistical issues in the regression analysis, but will not 
affect the data in any material fashion. The benefit will be results far 
easier to understand and to interpret. 

Step 4 Generates a Database of Data, Comprising these 
Specifics

a. Each row in the database corresponds to one vignette rate by 
a respondent. Therefore, by design each respondent generates 
60 rows of data.

b. The first few set of columns provides the name of the product 
being studied, the unique identification number of the 
respondent, and the order of evaluation (from 1 to 60)

c. The second set of columns, totaling 36, corresponds to the 36 
elements. Each of the 36 elements is associated with a column. 
When the element is present in the vignette, the cell is given 
the value 1. When the element is absent from the vignette, the 
cell is given the value 0.

d. The third set of two columns corresponds to the rating 
assigned by the respondent, and the transformed rating. As 
noted above, ratings of 1-6 are transformed to 0, ratings of 
7-9 are transformed to 100, and a vanishingly small random 
number is added to the transformed number. 

e. The remaining columns are given over to a set of self-profiling 
classification questions, comprising questions about WHO 
the respondent is, how the respondent FEELS about shopping, 
and so forth, what are the CRITICAL ASPECTS of the 
product, etc.

f. The OLS (ordinary regression analysis) is conducted at the 
level of the individual respondent. At the start, the data base 
comprised 3967 respondents. The database was reduced to 
3656 individual respondents who showed some variation 
across the 60 vignettes, with at least three vignettes assigned 
100 when the rest were assigned 0, or vice versa. The equation 
for each respondent is: TOP3 = k0 + k1(A1) + k2(A2) ... 
k36(D9). The OLS equation can be done in a straightforward 
fashion because the set of 36 vignettes were created for each 
respondent according to the basic experimental design (4x9), 
which was then permuted to change the specific combinations.

g. The final database for subsequent analyses comprised the set-
up information (respondent identification number, product 
covered by the study, a column for the additive constant 
and 36 columns for the elements, followed by the columns 
of classification information, based upon the answers 
provided by the respondents in the self-profiling classification 
questionnaire. The respondent completed that questionnaire 
after finishing the evaluation of the 60 vignettes. The self-
profiling classification questionnaire was identical across all 
30 products, and all 3656 respondents.

Step 5: Focus on the Two Silos, Question B (price), and 
Question C (emotion), as well the Self-profiling Classification

The analysis focuses only on the elements which are applicable 
to the shopping experience recognizing that some of the elements 
were slightly modified to make ‘sense’ in the context of a vignette. The 
relevant results appear in Table 2 (nine elements focusing on price), 
and Table 3 (nine elements focusing on emotions).

% of respondents showing coefficients of 10+ for each PRICE element (3656 Respondents)

B1 The right price
B4 Extras: Great 

deal on suggested 
retail price

B2 Self-serve
B9 Personalized 
service: Helpful 

staff

B8 Higher quality 
brands and services: 

Designer brands

B7 Extras: 
Inexpensive 

extras
B3 Lots of choice B5 Extras: Gift 

registry

B7 High Pricing: 
Priced more than I 

expect, worth it

45% 44% 42% 37% 32% 30% 29% 22% 19%

% of respondents showing coefficients of 10+ for each EMOTION element (3656 Respondents)

C3 Come in anxious, 
leave happy... even 

though you may have 
spent a lot of money

C2 Lets you get 
your shopping done 

quickly

C1 A store set up 
to be practical 

and useful... just 
right for targeted 

shopping

C5 Such a good 
experience you 

to come back for 
more

C9 Shopping .. with 
salespeople just like 

me .. they take time to 
appreciate my needs

C7 When you are 
down, shopping 

lifts you up

C8 Share the 
experience with 

family and friends 
... get support when 

you need it

C6 Take away 
the boredom .. 
just when you 

need it

C4 An upscale focus 
makes you feel like 
you are part of an 

exclusive club

40% 37% 35% 34% 31% 27% 27% 26% 26%

Table 3: Performance of the nine elements for Price (Top) and Emotion (Bottom).
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A Mind Genomics cartography produces an extraordinary, 
occasionally overwhelming amount of data. Fortunately, there are 
no hypotheses to be discussed, nor detailed implications based on 
the limited set of data. Rather, with 30 studies, we are looking for 
emergent, easy-to-visualize results, and in the words of the market 
researcher of today as of this writing (winter 2022), ‘data which tell 
a story.’

Step 6: Look for Patterns

Our basic data are the coefficients in aforementioned regression 
analysis, done for each respondent separately. We are not going to 
focus on the additive constant, but rather focus only the magnitude 
of the 36 elements. These 36 coefficients tell us the degree to which 
the individual element drives the response to the similarity of the 
description to one’s the ideal shopping experience (rating 7-9). Thus, 
one can assume that each of the 36 regression coefficients shows the 
degree to which the specific element ‘drives’ the response toward 
describing the ideal shopping experience, presumably for that product.

The regression analysis is done on a respondent by respondent 
basis. Our first step in the search for patterns is to replace all 
coefficients less than+ 10 by a blank in the database. The coefficient 
+10 corresponds to a statistically significant coefficient in the OLS 
regression. From other studies, coefficients around +10 or higher 
suggest that the element is an important element.

Having now eliminated all coefficients lower than +10, we replace 
the remaining coefficients with the number ‘1’, simply to denote that 
for the element and for the respondent, the element is statistically 
significant. Now it is time to prepare the data in a way that will make it 
easy to discern patterns. We work according to the groups, the groups 
being defined by the total panel, by self-stated demographics, beliefs, 
and behaviors, as well as by the study. The strategy is to count the 
number of individuals who generate a coefficient of +10 or higher for 
a specific element, and then divide that number of individuals by the 
total number of individuals in the group.

Table 3 shows two sets of data, for the total panel, the top set 
corresponding to the percent of times across the total panel of 3656 
that the element generated a coefficient of +10 or higher for the pricing 
elements (Elements B1-B9, in ranked order by total). The bottom set, 
in contrast shows the percent of times that the element generated a 
coefficient of +10 or higher for the emotion elements C1-C9, in ranked 
order by total). To review before the details, the percentages in Table 3 
are obtained by dividing the number of coefficients of +10 or higher by 
3656, corresponding the number of respondents in the group labelled 
‘Total’. To help the pattern emerge more clearly, we have shaded all 
percentages of 40% or higher. This strategy allows the pattern to jump 
out at us.

Price: Three key elements drive strong positive reactions

B1 the right place

B4 Extras: Great deal on suggested retail price

B2 Self-serve

Emotion: Only one key element drives strong positive reactions

C3 Come in anxious, leave happy... even though you may have 
spent a lot of money.

The paucity of strong performing elements may mean either that 
these elements are not critical, especially ‘emotion’ elements, or that 
the differences among the groups are more likely to emerge from the 
individual groups.

Step 7 – The Surprising Similarity of Self-defined Subgroups

One of the continuing findings in Mind Genomics is the similarity 
of patterns of response across subgroups, these subgroups being 
defined by the respondent. The subgroups may comprise individuals 
who are of the same gender, age, education, income. The subgroups 
may comprise individuals who describe their behaviors in the 
same way, e.g., the number of people with whom they shop. Or the 
subgroups may comprise individuals holding different values, such as 
what is important to them.

In the Buy It! study with the 30 products the respondent completed 
an extensive self-profiling classification questionnaire, covering geo-
demographics, beliefs, and behaviors. Sometimes this is called an 
A&U study (short for attitude and usage), or a habits and practices 
study. Do these groups differ in the patterns of elements that they find 
important? Once again our focus is on the percent of respondents in 
a group who find the element to be important, viz., the coefficient for 
the element is +10 or higher for the individual respondent.

Table 4 presents the percent of respondents showing strong 
coefficients (+10 or higher) for each of the nine price elements, for 
each defined group, based upon the self-profiling classification. Table 
4 is the first of the two tables showing the relation of self-defined 
groups to responses emerging out of the Mind Genomics experiment 
Table 4 need not be dissected any further than a quick note to observe 
that for the most part, three of the nine elements account for a vast 
majority of the strong performing elements.

B1 The right price

B4 Extras: Great deal on suggested retail price

B2 Self-serve

There are some outliers, such as element B7 Extras: Inexpensive 
extras, for the couch. refrigerator, and washer, respectively.

Table 5 presents the same analysis, this time for the nine elements 
(C1-C9) talking about emotions experienced during shopping. Only 
one element show strength:

C3 Come in anxious, leave happy... even though you may have spent 
a lot of money

Step 8 – Uncover Mind-sets for Price and for Emotion, 
respectively

Previous analyses of Mind Genomics data focused on the entire 
set of elements tested, rather than focusing on the elements of one 
silo. The regression analysis would be done on all of the elements, and 
the reporting would be done on the analysis emerging from all of the 
coefficients.
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Price Elements

Total O
bservations

B1 Th
e right price

B4 Extras: G
reat deal on 

suggested retail price

B2 Self-serve

B9 Personalized service: 
H

elpful staff

B8 H
igher quality 

brands and services: 
D

esigner brands

B7 Extras: Inexpensive 
extra s

B3 Lots of choice

B5 Extras: G
ift registry

B7 H
igh Pricing: Priced 

m
ore than I expect, 

w
orth it

Total 3656 45% 44% 42% 37% 32% 30% 29% 22% 19%

Female 2759 47% 45% 43% 37% 32% 31% 29% 22% 19%

Male 897 41% 41% 39% 37% 32% 30% 29% 22% 21%

Age 18-30x 934 47% 43% 45% 36% 32% 30% 29% 24% 19%

Age 31-60x 2373 45% 44% 41% 37% 32% 30% 29% 21% 19%

Age 60 Plus 230 45% 43% 44% 40% 32% 34% 33% 24% 23%

Importance: Appearance 2207 45% 43% 43% 36% 31% 29% 29% 23% 20%

Importance: Location 1213 46% 45% 41% 38% 34% 32% 30% 22% 20%

Importance: Price 1196 47% 43% 44% 36% 32% 31% 28% 22% 17%

Income > 50k USD 1039 45% 44% 43% 37% 31% 29% 27% 22% 20%

Income < 50K USD 2155 46% 43% 42% 38% 34% 31% 30% 22% 19%

Think longer than 1 day about item 652 44% 45% 40% 39% 35% 30% 28% 22% 21%

Think less than 1 day about item 2926 46% 43% 43% 37% 31% 30% 29% 22% 19%

Shop Alone 1519 45% 42% 46% 37% 30% 28% 27% 21% 19%

Shop with Others 2067 45% 45% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 22% 20%

DecPillow 114 54% 41% 41% 27% 31% 22% 32% 25% 19%

Couch 120 53% 43% 42% 39% 35% 43% 34% 23% 18%

Exercise 118 52% 45% 43% 40% 36% 38% 33% 22% 19%

Television 143 51% 44% 38% 40% 36% 23% 38% 23% 22%

Lampshade 111 50% 44% 39% 41% 42% 25% 30% 22% 23%

New Baby 127 50% 44% 41% 33% 29% 36% 23% 18% 15%

Bedsheet 134 49% 39% 43% 34% 34% 22% 29% 15% 18%

Drinking Glass 117 49% 44% 41% 32% 29% 30% 26% 17% 15%

Toaster 115 49% 45% 43% 33% 26% 30% 26% 24% 12%

Dishes 124 48% 51% 44% 37% 33% 35% 30% 19% 11%

Refrigerator 122 48% 48% 43% 34% 31% 43% 25% 18% 18%

Sunglasses 123 48% 54% 50% 41% 32% 27% 28% 24% 28%

Boot 121 47% 36% 38% 36% 30% 20% 29% 17% 14%

Socks 124 46% 47% 52% 28% 23% 25% 31% 13% 12%

Business Suit 119 45% 48% 35% 44% 36% 29% 28% 30% 25%

Drapes 114 45% 45% 44% 36% 29% 29% 25% 23% 21%

Candles 149 45% 40% 52% 31% 26% 34% 28% 23% 20%

Towel 118 44% 45% 48% 36% 28% 24% 27% 17% 18%

Washer 132 43% 45% 39% 43% 44% 47% 35% 17% 19%

Electric Drill 112 43% 40% 45% 41% 38% 26% 29% 20% 21%

Writing Paper 121 42% 45% 45% 30% 30% 32% 26% 22% 19%

Tablecloth 120 42% 43% 41% 38% 25% 30% 32% 28% 26%

Pens 120 42% 39% 48% 35% 28% 31% 24% 28% 18%

Blender 113 41% 46% 42% 41% 39% 22% 25% 19% 12%

Tires 114 41% 42% 30% 44% 38% 39% 25% 20% 19%

Sandals 118 41% 37% 46% 40% 28% 25% 32% 22% 26%

Bathing Suit 127 40% 47% 38% 41% 37% 24% 28% 26% 19%

Ties 114 40% 41% 41% 35% 27% 25% 34% 26% 24%

Lawnmower 114 37% 42% 29% 35% 35% 34% 32% 24% 23%

Cars 138 35% 39% 37% 46% 34% 39% 25% 29% 24%

Table 4: Percent of respondents in self defined groups who generate strong coefficients for each of the nine PRICE elements (B1-B9). The nine elements are sorted by the percentage shown for 
the total panel.
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Base Size

C
3 C

om
e in anxious, leave happy... 

even though you m
ay have spent a lot 

of m
oney

C
2 Lets you get your shopping done 

quickly

C
1 A

 store set up to be practical and 
useful... just right for targeted shopping 

C
5 Such a good experience you to com

e 
back for m

ore

C
9 Shopping .. w

ith salespeople just 
like m

e .. they take tim
e to appreciate 

m
y needs

C
7 W

hen you are dow
n, shopping lifts 

you up

C
8 Share the experience w

ith fam
ily and 

friends ... get support w
hen you need it

C
6 Take aw

ay the boredom
 .. just w

hen 
you need it

C
4 A

n upscale focus m
akes you feel like 

you are part of an exclusive club

Total 3656 40% 37% 35% 34% 31% 27% 27% 26% 26%
Female 2759 40% 38% 35% 33% 31% 28% 27% 27% 26%
Male 897 41% 36% 34% 35% 31% 25% 25% 24% 25%

Age18-30x 934 41% 38% 36% 34% 32% 28% 30% 29% 27%
Age31-60x 2373 40% 37% 35% 33% 30% 27% 26% 26% 25%
Age 60 Plus 230 38% 43% 33% 36% 31% 27% 28% 24% 28%
Last Shopping - Satisfied Yes 2760 41% 37% 34% 34% 30% 27% 27% 26% 26%
Last Shopping - Satisfied No 820 40% 38% 36% 34% 33% 27% 26% 27% 24%
Importance: Appearance 2207 40% 37% 35% 34% 31% 29% 27% 28% 26%
Importance: Store Location 1213 41% 36% 36% 34% 30% 28% 27% 26% 25%
Importance: Price 1196 42% 39% 35% 32% 29% 28% 28% 27% 26%
Income < 50k USD 1039 41% 35% 33% 34% 32% 25% 24% 26% 27%
Income < 50K USD 2155 40% 38% 36% 34% 30% 28% 28% 26% 25%
Think longer than 1 day about item 652 43% 37% 35% 32% 32% 26% 28% 28% 22%
Think 1 day or less about item 2926 40% 37% 35% 34% 31% 28% 26% 26% 26%
Shop Alone 1519 38% 37% 35% 33% 29% 27% 25% 26% 23%
Shop with Others 2067 42% 38% 35% 35% 32% 28% 28% 27% 27%
Cars 138 48% 38% 41% 36% 35% 22% 29% 23% 17%
Towel 118 48% 45% 32% 36% 29% 27% 31% 30% 25%
Tires 114 47% 39% 35% 33% 32% 23% 18% 18% 24%
Exercise 118 46% 36% 36% 41% 30% 34% 31% 26% 30%
Business Suit 119 45% 32% 39% 29% 44% 24% 29% 34% 25%
Dishes 124 43% 38% 36% 40% 39% 37% 25% 27% 30%
Blender 113 42% 38% 32% 32% 27% 28% 25% 21% 33%
Refrigerator 122 42% 39% 36% 32% 34% 30% 29% 22% 28%
Boot 121 41% 43% 35% 36% 31% 26% 26% 22% 22%
Drinking Glass 117 41% 34% 41% 38% 32% 30% 26% 32% 22%
Lampshade 111 41% 52% 34% 38% 34% 27% 26% 32% 31%
Ties 114 41% 37% 32% 43% 34% 26% 25% 30% 30%
Bathing Suit 127 40% 31% 33% 32% 34% 34% 32% 35% 30%
Bed sheet 134 40% 34% 34% 32% 29% 26% 25% 24% 24%
Drapes 114 40% 32% 37% 30% 25% 27% 30% 30% 25%
Electric Drill 112 40% 44% 34% 31% 29% 26% 16% 27% 22%
Pens 120 40% 32% 33% 36% 31% 21% 32% 24% 23%
Writing Paper 121 40% 38% 35% 41% 32% 34% 30% 32% 31%
Couch 120 39% 39% 35% 32% 33% 22% 27% 28% 26%
Lawnmower 114 39% 35% 29% 28% 29% 16% 24% 17% 24%
New Baby 127 39% 39% 31% 28% 26% 26% 24% 23% 31%
Washer 132 39% 33% 36% 31% 29% 24% 26% 22% 18%
Sunglasses 123 38% 37% 33% 42% 34% 32% 22% 28% 23%
Decorator Pillow 114 37% 34% 39% 25% 34% 26% 25% 20% 27%
Television 143 37% 36% 37% 36% 25% 26% 30% 20% 34%
Toaster 115 37% 37% 35% 28% 23% 27% 26% 30% 28%
Candles 149 36% 36% 32% 31% 26% 31% 26% 31% 21%
Socks 124 36% 41% 36% 35% 26% 27% 24% 26% 17%
Sandals 118 34% 36% 31% 37% 29% 33% 28% 32% 19%
Tablecloth 120 33% 39% 38% 26% 35% 28% 29% 22% 28%

Table 5: Percent of respondents in self defined groups who generate strong coefficients for each of the nine EMOTION elements (C1-C9). The nine elements are sorted by the percentage shown 
by the total panel.
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The It! studies make such a grand approach difficult. The elements 
for Questions A and D have been so ‘particularized’ for the product 
being studied that it makes little sense to work with the coefficients 
AFTER the regression analysis has been done on all 36 elements. That 
is, it makes statistical sense to incorporate A1-A9 and D1-D9 into the 
analyses, estimate their values, as well as estimating the values of B1-
B9, and C1-C9, respectively. Afterwards, however, when A1-A9 and 
D1-D9 have served their purpose in the estimation of values of the 36 
coefficients and the additive constant, it makes sense to discard them.

The focus for last new analysis is on two separate sets of data, 
coefficients B1-B9 on price, and then coefficients C1-C0 on emotion. 
This last analysis will work with the two data sets separately, for all 
respondents, and for each data set generate three new mind-sets, using 
k-means clustering [21-23].

Clustering in Mind Genomics is a way to divide the respondents 
into groups based upon the pattern of numbers generated by each 
respondent, using as a basic a metric of ‘distance’ between pairs 
of respondents based upon these numbers. For this study, and for 
each clustering exercise (price, emotion, respectively), the distance 
between all pairs of the 3656 people was computed based upon the 
Pearson Correlation. Each respondent generated nine coefficients, 
say for Price. The ‘distance’ between every pair of respondents was 
operationally defined as (1-Pearson correlated, based on the 9 pairs 
of coefficients). The distance measure used a well know statistic, the 
Pearson correlation or Pearson R. When two patterns are identical, 
the Pearson R is +1. The distance should be zero, because they show 
the same pattern. (1-1 = 0). When the patterns are exactly opposite the 
Pearson correlation, Pearson R, becomes -1, and the distance becomes 

(1 - - 1), or 2 based on the magnitudes of the nine corresponding 
coefficients. The measure of distance is defined as D = 1 – Pearson 
Correlation. The Pearson Correlation, R, takes on the value +1 when 
two sets of items are perfectly related to each other. When R is 1, 
the distance is 1-R, 1-1, or 0. The Pearson Correlation r takes on the 
value blue -1 when wo sets of items are perfectly inversely related. The 
distance is now 1- -1 or 0.

The story for pricing, Question B, is quite different when we move 
from the total panel to the three mind-sets. (Note that the number of 
mind-sets is left to the discretion of the researcher). We choose three 
mind-sets as a number which often proves to the few numbers of 
mind-sets to reveal interest and interpretable patterns (Table 6).

Mind-Set MSB1 – Fast, easy buying, no price concerns

B2: Self Service; B1: The right price; B4: Extras: Great deal on 
suggested retail price.

Mind-Set MSB3 – Wants to be pampered, presented with good 
products, and will pay for it; 

B9: Personalized service: Helpful staff; B8: Higher quality brands 
and services: Designed brands; B1 The right price.

Mind-Set MSB2 - Nothing stands out, almost indifferent to 
everything.

The story for emotion, Question C (Silo C), is also quite different 
when we move the total panel to the three mind-sets. We see differences 
among the three mind-sets based elements C1-C9 (Table 7).

Mind-Set MSC1: Simply interested in hassle-free shopping

Mind-Sets emerging from 
responses to elements B1-

B9 dealing with price

 Base size

B1 Th
e right 

price

B2 Self-serve

B3 Lots of choice

B4 Extras: 
G

reat deal on 
suggested retail 
pric e

B5 Extras: G
ift 

registry

B6 Extras: 
Inexpensive 
extras

B7 H
igh Pricing: 

Priced m
ore than 

I expect, w
orth it

B8 H
igher 

quality brands 
and services: 
D

esigner brands

B9 Personalized 
service: H

elpful 
staff

MSB1 1565 56% 67% 25% 54% 14% 24% 12% 22% 23%

MSB3 1347 40% 19% 25% 39% 20% 37% 5% 40% 47%

MSB2 744 10% 12% 18% 9% 16% 10% 28% 14% 16%

Table 6: The performance of elements emerging three mind-sets based upon price (Question B, Silo B).

Mind-Sets emerging from 
responses to elements C1-C9 

dealing with emotion
 

C
1 A

 store set up to be 
practical and useful... just right 
for targeted shopping

C
2 Lets you get your shopping 

done quickly

C
3 C

om
e in anxious, leave 

happy... even though you m
ay 

have spent a lot of m
oney

C
4 A

n upscale focus m
akes 

you feel like you are part of an 
exclusive club

C
5 Such a good experience you 

w
ill com

e back for m
or e

C
6 Take aw

ay the boredom
. 

just w
hen you need it

C
7 W

hen you are dow
n, 

shopping lifts you u p

C
8 Share the experience w

ith 
fam

ily and friends ... get 
support w

hen you need it

C
9 Shopping .. w

ith 
salespeople just like m

e .. they 
take tim

e to appreciate m
y 

needs

MSC1 1430 36% 43% 52% 39% 31% 19% 8% 19% 34%

MSC3 1305 33% 46% 40% 3% 44% 32% 29% 26% 34%

MSC2 921 36% 17% 22% 37% 24% 29% 54% 38% 22%

Table 7: The performance of elements emerging from three mind-sets based upon emotion (Question C, Silo C).
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C2 Lets you get your shopping done quickly

C3 Come in anxious, leave happy... even though you may have spent 
a lot of money

Mind-Set MSC3: Hassle-free (like MSC1) but also a bit of a 
seduction for repeat shopping

C2 Lets you get your shopping done quickly

C3 Come in anxious, leave happy... even though you may have spent 
a lot of money

C5 Such a good experience you will come back for more

Mind-Set MSC3: Shopping is therapy

C7 When you are down, shopping lifts you up

Table 8 presents the performance of these strong performing 
elements in mind-set by key subgroup. What becomes quite striking 
in Table 8 is the strength of these emergent mind-sets to perform well 
across all the smaller subgroups into which respondents fall, based 
upon their own self-profiling. That is, the emergent mind-sets based 
upon the pattern of the individual coefficients suggest the reality 
and strength of these mind-sets. Table 8 suggests that these elements 
perform well across all the groups. What is not show is the poor 
performance of these elements in the mind-sets in which the element 
does not resonate.

Discussion and Conclusions

The topic of shopping occupies a great deal of attention because 
of its importance in economies powered by consumer demand. The 
focus of the effort is on nature of the shopping venue, the way the 
products are presented, priced, and the nature of the sales effort. This 
is the world of ‘retail,’ with increasing of the focus which pleases the 

customer and increases sales. It should come as no surprise that there 
is a plethora of information on the nature of the sales process for 
people, this information making interesting reading in the popular 
press, as well as the to-be-expected abundance of individuals and 
organizations ready to teach, coach, team-build, all for a fee, of course.

What is lacking, however, is a sense of the inside out, viz., what do 
shoppers feel to be important, not in the rarified language of science and 
research, but in the language of feeling. When we talk about the sales 
situation, what is deemed to be important by respondents? As noted 
in the introduction, the typical research study focuses on the outside, 
for example the importance of something general. The description is 
sterile, the response is considered, the analysis is statistical, and the 
results are tabulations. The Mind Genomics approach works within 
these somewhat sterile confines. What is new, however, is the use of 
evocative phrases, and the effort to get people to match numbers to 
descriptions in an effort to ‘flesh out’ the inner experience.

The Mind Genomics efforts are labelled cartographies because 
they ‘map’ a domain, that domain being the mind of the person. In 
this case, the results of the analysis were remarkable, not so much in 
the richness of the shopping experience, but just the opposite. For 
the total panel, the shopping experience appears to be functional, 
and not emotional, more elements performing well in Question B on 
price, fewer on Question C on emotion. The results become far richer, 
however, when we move from the total data across the four questions 
or silos to each silo, specifically silo B on price, and silo C on emotions. 
We generate the entire model across 36 elements for each respondent, 
but then divide the data into the two ‘soft’ sections, statements about 
price and statements about emotion, respectively. It is then, in this 
‘posterior, micro-analysis’ of the silos and the elements where the rich 
substructure of the mind of the shopper can begin to emerge.

Mind-Set C1 for emotions
Base Size C2 Lets you get your 

shopping done quickly

C3 Come in anxious, 
leave happy... even 

though you may have 
spent a lot of money 

C4 An upscale focus 
makes you feel like you 
are part of an exclusive 

club 

 Total MSC1 1,430 43% 52% 39%

 Advertising 41 37% 51% 34%

 Appearance 873 42% 52% 38%

 Consistently good performance 107 41% 49% 36%

 Convenience 488 44% 52% 39%

 Coupons, rebates, and other incentives 29 45% 59% 55%

 Durable 135 47% 50% 36%

 Easy to use 127 43% 58% 36%

 Goes with lots of things I already have 106 49% 51% 44%

 Just the right size 65 52% 57% 46%

 One stop shopping 203 45% 53% 39%

 Packaging or display 25 40% 36% 32%

 Price 466 42% 54% 40%

Table 8: Strong The performance of key elements in each mind-set (columns) across the different self-defined groups of respondents (rows).
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 Female 1,074 43% 53% 38%

 Male 253 40% 49% 41%

 Income < 50k USD 425 39% 51% 39%

 Income < 50K USD 829 44% 54% 38%

 Last Shopping - Satisfied No 311 41% 50% 37%

 Last Shopping - Satisfied Yes 1,088 43% 53% 39%

 Think 1 day or less about item 1,140 43% 52% 39%

 Think longer than 1 day about item 259 41% 54% 35%

 Number shopping = 1 567 40% 50% 37%

 Number shopping = 2 or more 834 44% 54% 40%

 Last time shopped for item - within last year 923 44% 52% 38%

 Last time shopped for item - more than 1 year 432 39% 54% 40%

 Reason for purchase - quality of item 228 42% 50% 40%

 Reason for purchase - Recommendation by friends family 62 37% 47% 34%

 Reason for purchase - Reviews 33 39% 52% 42%

 Reason for purchase - Shape 301 40% 54% 36%

 Reason for purchase - Store location 454 41% 56% 39%

 Reason for purchase - Perfect thing for holidays 38 45% 53% 47%

 Reason for purchase - The way it makes me feel 67 42% 57% 54%

 Reason for purchase - Works well for a single individual 99 40% 48% 30%

         

Mind Set C2 for emotions Base Size C7 When you are down, 
shopping lifts you up

C8 Share the experience 
with family and friends... 

get support when you 
need

 

Total MSC2 921 54% 38%  

 Advertising 30 37% 50%  

 Appearance 569 57% 39%  

 Consistently good performance 68 46% 41%  

 Convenience 352 55% 37%  

 Coupons, rebates, and other incentives 18 44% 44%  

 Durable 81 58% 35%  

 Easy to use 95 45% 40%  

 Goes with lots of things I already have 70 59% 43%  

 Just the right size 46 48% 30%  

 One stop shopping 114 51% 40%  

 Packaging or display 20 50% 50%  

 Price 294 55% 40%  

 Female 722 56% 38%  

 Male 147 49% 41%  

 Income < 50k USD 251 51% 34%  

 Income < 50K USD 557 55% 40%  

 Last Shopping - Satisfied No 212 55% 38%  

 Last Shopping - Satisfied Yes 686 54% 39%  

 Think 1 day or less about item 721 55% 39%  

 Think longer than 1 day about item 175 53% 38%  

 Number shopping = 1 362 52% 38%  
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 Number shopping = 2 or more 537 56% 40%  

 Last time shopped for item - within last year 606 56% 40%  

 Last time shopped for item - more than 1 year 267 50% 38%  

 Reason for purchase - quality of item 136 54% 42%  

 Reason for purchase - Recommendation by friends family 36 33% 33%  

 Reason for purchase - Reviews 25 52% 44%  

 Reason for purchase - Shape 179 54% 44%  

 Reason for purchase - Store location 300 55% 39%  

 Reason for purchase - Perfect thing for holidays 31 45% 39%  

 Reason for purchase - The way it makes me feel 39 64% 46%  

 Reason for purchase - Works well for a single individual 69 52% 36%  

Mind-Set C3 for Emotions Base Size Lets you get your 
shopping done quickly

C3 Come in anxious, 
leave happy... even 

though you may have 
spent a lot of money 

C5 Such a good 
experience you will come 

back for more

 Total MSC3 1,305 46% 40% 44%

 Advertising 26 62% 38% 54%

 Appearance 765 46% 39% 45%

 Consistently good performance 117 48% 41% 44%

 Convenience 466 47% 36% 42%

 Coupons, rebates, and other incentives 27 56% 41% 56%

 Durable 130 44% 46% 51%

 Easy to use 127 39% 39% 38%

 Goes with lots of things I already have 92 51% 37% 38%

 Just the right size 51 49% 35% 43%

 One stop shopping 191 46% 43% 45%

 Packaging or display 18 56% 39% 39%

 Price 436 49% 41% 42%

 Female 963 46% 39% 43%

 Male 243 44% 40% 42%

 Income < 50k USD 363 43% 41% 42%

 Income < 50K USD 769 47% 40% 45%

 Last Shopping - Satisfied No 297 50% 39% 48%

 Last Shopping - Satisfied Yes 986 44% 40% 42%

 Think 1 day or less about item 1,065 45% 38% 44%

 Think longer than 1 day about item 218 49% 47% 41%

 Number shopping = 1 590 45% 38% 41%

 Number shopping = 2 or more 696 46% 41% 46%

 Last time shopped for item - within last year 835 45% 40% 44%

 Last time shopped for item - more than 1 year 408 47% 38% 44%

 Reason for purchase - quality of item 226 50% 43% 47%

 Reason for purchase - Recommendation by friends family 51 37% 41% 53%

 Reason for purchase - Reviews 33 42% 30% 58%

 Reason for purchase - Shape 264 45% 40% 42%

 Reason for purchase - Store location 459 42% 40% 42%

 Reason for purchase - Perfect thing for holidays 33 48% 27% 52%

 Reason for purchase - The way it makes me feel 61 54% 41% 49%

 Reason for purchase - Works well for a single individual 92 48% 39% 46%
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